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Chapter 11 

Education and. the Occupational Achievement Process 

A. 0: HAL1.ERi profes8or of rural sociology, UniverBity of Wisccmsi'n 

Introduction 

People from several disciplines have been in
volved in the search for a simple yet valid eXplana
tion for variations in 'educationa~ and occupational 
achievement. Perhaps- moat numerous among these 
are psychologists and sociol~gist:a. Vocational psy
chologists have brought to the problem their knowl
edge of the psychological causes of individual 
differences in behavior (3, pp. '395-;410).1 Other,psy
chologists have brought hypotheses concerning the 
motives impelling aohievement (23, esp. pP, 36-62). 
Sociologists have brought a knowle_dge of social 
environmental influences on behavior, as well as 
their conception of choice behavior a-s.~,the selection 
of a limited number of alternatives fiOi:Q'among the 
variet,- presented to the person by. the'~so~\lol system 
in whloh he participates (5, p_ 10; 17:t:im>:- 7-17). 
Yet we,have not achieved complete a~ent.,~n 
part this may be due to. isolation amon:g'4~ro.pliiies" 
But _the larger pa.rt iB doubtless due to.:;t~e;p;ractical 
difficulties, -involved ·in testing the key, '/:!-y:,tH;Jtp,eses 
proJlcsed by the varioua theories. Only recentlylpive 
techniques be<;oms available which pS'rmit.- be
ha:vioral researchers to 'analyze simultaneously the 
cbains of ;infiuence among severil.l variables (2, 9, 
43). And :even the best of such research (lO} is 
handicapp:ed by the lack {Ii systematic and com
parable diLta_ taken on appropriate variables over 
the whole! c'ourse of occupational ,and educational 
selection p'rQceaaes. &searchers are often ingenious 
and sometimes brilliant in their attempts'_to over
come the [limitations impcsed by small, areally
re'stricted, samples, by inadeqUate' longitudinal 
assessment of ohanges of tbe process of educational 
and occupational development, by a less-than-ideal 
seleotion of variables, and by the' practical diffi
culties in conduoting scientific eXperiments on the 
8ubject.. Nevertheless, if we examine the best of 
our research from the point" of view- of what ought 
to' be done, we must eonclude"tliat. ~ere are still 
many gaps in our knowledge of the educational 
and occupational achievement prooess, -What one 
Writer (28) has Baid while reviewing the recent ,out
standing work of Coleman and others (6) on the 
effects, of education on minority group performance 

1 I~lic numbeT13 in parentheaoo indicate referenCe!! listed 
at the end of this paper. 

might be said of practically all of the best work 
in this area: fl ••• this is not a. good study ... ; it is 
just the best ever done." 

The main objective of this paper iii to summarize 
present research and theory about the proaess of 
occupational attainments. In addition we shall in~ 
dieate ·Bome of the main lines' along which. new 
rea.earch should be conducted, and shall draw imp!i. 
cations regarding ways w change levels of educa· 
tional and occupational aohievement., Some of the 
information presented is indisputable, being based 
upon oensus data. But the data are less defensible 
when we come to speaifyirig the caussl system that 
accounts for such facts. Unfortunately these aspeets 
are both more interesting to the social scientist and 
more important to .the layman, This is because 
when_ we ,identify the variables _ill, determining a 
system 'of repetitive- behavior, sucp. 'fts the occupa
tional-achievement process, we also know at ,which 
pJlint8_we can intervene in the system in order-to 
cb$ge the:,b,ehavior.As we shall see, in contempo_ 
rary America- the central ' and best, understood ele
ment iI)., the occupational achievement process is the 
educational achievement process. Bor this reason, 
much attention will be, concentrated on the latter 
in this paper. Moreover, during reoent years, rapid 
gains tanding, toward equalization of educational 
achievement have been ma:de, This is espeoially 
true outside the rural South and among the white 
population, both rural and urban. The paper at
tempts to dooument the major inequalities, and to 
show the conl),ection between eduoational and occu
pational achievement'. 

Prospects for Occupations and Edueation . 

Achievement and the Oee.upational Prestige 
Hierarchy 

The occupational strueture and ita changes are 
the starting point for sooial psychological explana
tions of the ocoupational achievement process, spe
oifically the prestige structure of ,occupations. Most 
of the time-when sociologists refer to occupational 
achievement, they mean achievement along the 
prestige dimension of the oocupational structure. 
This dimsnsion is not identical to money income, 
~earch on the social standing or prestige of occu
pations has shown that variations in what the 
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population believes to btl the quality of occupations 
is far, from perfectly correlated with income, though 
the correlation is positive, as one would expect (29, 
p.l24i; 25, table VI-8, p. 150). It is presumed that 
income is only one of the rewards provided by an 
occupation, and that prestige includes the net bal~ 
ance of this and other rewards. This is not difficult 
to understand. Some prestigious occupations, such 
as priest or minister, are commonly believed to 
bring great intrinsic rewards much more important 
than moneYi indeed, money income is often viewed 
as a necessary evil for such people. Or on the other 
hand, some necessary occupations are viewed as so 
degrading as to require unusual compensation in 
order to attract personnel. Others, not degrading, 
have drawbacks such as involving risk and there~ 
fore require extra compensation. 

Behind the emphasis on prestige as the main di~ 
mension of occupations there lies the asaurnpt\on 
that the importance of occupations in the' social 
system as a whole is what the population defines it 
to be. It is because of this fact that the sociologist 
ordinarily defines occupational achievement dif~ 
ferences among persons in terms of the prestige of 
the occupations they hold. 

What do we know about occupational prestige 
hierarchies? The most important fact is that the 
occupational prestige hierarchy of contemporary 
urban societies is remarkably stable from time to 
time and from place fu place. The prestige of vari~ 
ous occupations has been assessed in a number of 
research projects in the United Sta:res. Most of the 
more important of these have been summarized by 
Hodge, Treiman, and Rossi (21)., Ordinarily in 
these projects, each member of a sample of the pop
ulation is asked fu rate each of a sample of occupa
tional titles on a short scale of "social standing" or 
some similar term. In the most comprehensive of 
these, reported by Hodge, et al., two large and repre. 
sentative samples of the adult population were 
asked to rate each of 90 occupational titles on a 
five~point scale, to which scores were assigned (21). 
Data were collected in the mid~1940's and early 
1960's. A score standing for the overall social evalu~ 
ation of each occupation was calculated by averag~ 
ing the ratings it received from each sample mem
ber. This was done for each occupational title at 
both times. The correlation between the two sets 
of average scores was then calculated. (The base 
frequency here is equal to the total number of com~ 
parable occupational titles rated in each time 
period.) As thus detennined, the correlation between 
the two seta of occupational prestige scores is 
r = +.99. This indicates. almost no change in the 
occupational prestige hierarchy over a, period of 
about a quarter of a centl,lry. All other studies of 
occupational prestige are technically less adequate 
than these but they show similar results. 

The remarkable durability of the contemporary 
urban occupational prestige hierarch\es is further 
attested by the high intersocietal correlations 
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among them. On the whole, the, methpds are com~ 
}:Iarable to those outlined in the preceding para~ 
graph. Tbere are technical and theoretical problems 
in such intersocietal research which are not encoun~ 
tered'ili intrasocietal projects (16). These lead one 
fu discount to a degree the similarity between the 
prestige hierarchies of different societies. Nonethe~ 
less, the evidence is clear that,in all urban societies 
studied fu date-capitalist and communist, devel~ 
oped and underdeveloped-the cOITelations among 
occupational prestige hierarchies are very high, 
usually above r=+.85 (21). 

In summary, sociologists measure occupational. 
achievement in terms of the person's level in the 
oooupational prestige hierarohy. They do this be~ 
cause they believe that prestige appropriately aum~ 
mari1;es all of the gains an average person receives 
from any occupation. Their confidence in the occu~ 
pation~l prestige- hierarchy is supported by the evi~ 
dence of its stability over time and ita repeated 
reappearance in various societies. 

Changes in the Occupational Structure 

This is not to say that the occupational s~ructure 
is fixed; indeed it is changing in several ways. The 
fundamental transformations are occuITing in effi~ 
ciency of production and regularization of decision
making. Changes in the occupational struoture may 
be 'considered as consequences of our increasing 
capacity to produce and our growing ability fu 
organize decision-making processes. 

Fundamental transformations in production 
and deeieion-making 

For generations a marked and sustained increase 
in the efficiency of work has been occurring. This 
has been manifested in at least two main ways. One, 
is the continuing "aufumatization" of material pro~ 
duction processes, fu coin a word. The othsr is the 
continuing "regularization" of the human processes 
of decision~making, fu coin another. In their respec
tive spheres, the two are exact parallels of each 
other. 

By aufumatization we mean the ever~more aufu~ 
matic transformation of raw or "primary" ma~ia1s 
into usable form. The concept includes the mechani. 
cal aspects of the industrial revolution as 'well as 
the mechanical and electronic aspects of the recent 
techniques of automation, and in addition, any fu~ 
ture breakthroughs ill machine methods of produc
tion. Clearly, this process of constantly increased 
efficiency in technology exerts a continuing effect on 
the whole occupational structure. It exerts its effects 
on the sheer numbers of man~hours required to 
produce any given artifact; it 'generates new skill 
requirements, and makes others obsolete. On the 
whole, automatization has served to reduce the 
human. work involved in production, indicated by 
the well~known increase in gross national product 
(GNP) per capita, and by a remarkable shortening 
of the workweek (7,14). Because it has increased 

food production and distributien and made efficient 
medical' and sanitation systems pO,ssible, it has also 
permitted enormous increases in population. We 
shall return'to this point .later, 

By regularization of decision-making' we mean 
the systematiZation of means for obtaining and 
assessing information with which fu determine 
group goals and to seleot means for achieving them. 
Regularization applies to decisions concerning ma~ 
terial production and decisions of anyone group 
about its behavior toward others. As the sociologist 
views it, regularization reduces-ultimately almost 
to zero-the effect of personal idiosyncracies on 
decision~making processes. It does so by increasing 
the number of persons i!lvolved in anyone decision, 
by reducing the span of control of anyone person, 
and by increasing the amount of knowledge, 
"expertise," contributed to any single facet of a 
decision. That is, it is efficient to draw upon the 
talents of a number of people in coming to conclu~ 
sione which will have important consequences for 
many. It may be that in the long run regularization 
might also release human effort, but at this point in 
history it seems to be absorbing more and more 
people who a~e increasingly ,highly trained-ad~ 
ministrators and financial officers, for example. 

Paradoxically, while automatic production ,re~ 
leases human effort it also permits an expansion i.n 
population, yielding larger numbers of groups each 
of which must relate fu each other. So the process 
of alltomatization increa~eB the demand for regu~ 
larized decision-making. This may well lie behind 
much of the gff)wth of large government and large 
businesa. At the same time it sh01.lld ;not be for~ 
gotten that the great increases in efficiency brought 
on by the two processes of automatization and 
regularization make it realistic to consider solving 
social problems or engaging in explorations we 
would not have dreamed of under earlier oonditions: 
"the poor have always been with us" but only dur~ 
lng this decade have we decid,ed to try to erase 
poverty; and the moon too has always been with 
us, but only recently did we begin trying to visit it. 

For the occupational structure the overall recent 
results of these procesaes are quite clear. Agric,ul_ 
tural production has more than doubled since the 
end of World War II. Between 1947 and 1961 out.
put per worker rose by more than 50 percent. Tak~ 
ing a longer view, groBS national product per capita 
has increased about threefold smce 1900 (3, p. 378,. 
42), Another way of putting it is to note with Zeisel 
and Tolley (47, p. 258) that "the proportion of all 
workers employed in goods-producing industries 
fell from 51 percent in 1941 to 46 pereent in 1951. 
and to 42 percent in 1962" (47, p. 258). Meanwhile 
the average workweek has been dropping steadily 
for a century, from 69.8 hours per week in 1850 to 
37.5 hours per week in 1960 (47, pP, 258w259,. 42). 
In the decade and a half following 1947, more than 
4, million ,government jobs were added. This may 
be compared with the following figures noted by 
Zeissl and Tolley (47, p. 259): "In 1962, local gov~ 

ernmenta (cities, counties, scnaols, and other dis~ 
tricts) employed over 5 million workers; about 55 
percent of the public employinent futa\. State gov~ 
ernments, with over 1.7 million workers, had some 
20 percent of the total, and the Federal Oovern~ 
ment, with about 2.3 million, 25 percent." 

This, then, is the background of the present pic~ 
ture. Our efficienoy in producing goods has released 
manpower and'made it possible to support a larger 
population, Some of these have been picked up in 
new industries. But at the same time, ~owing man~ 
agement, service, and administrative' complexities 
and possibilities (not to mention economies of 
scale) have encouraged the growth of large-scale 
organizations. 

Changes in the distrihution of oceupations 

Basic continuing changes in the distribution of 
oC!1upations affect the duties, skills, and physical 
characteristics required of the people in "the, work 
force", Some of the net effects of these changes are 
to specify the duties of particular occupations more 
rigorously, fu raise the required skill levels, and 
to reduce the demand for physical strength. The 
following are some of the specific changes in dis~ 
tribution of jobs and occupations which have been 
occurring. 

DBsoLESCENcE.-Every year, a number of occu
pations tend to go out of date, such as those being 
replaoed by automatic machinery. This process 
occurs by cutting back the number of positions 
available in a certain occupation. Technologioal 
changes have sharply restricted employment in un~ 
skilled Jabor-dropping them by about 10 percent 
between 1950 and 1960. Some of this effeot is doubt~ 
less reflected in the fact that employment in forests, 
fishing, and mining dropped by 29 percent during 
the 1950's. Other industries once employing large 
numbers of unskilled or semiskilled persons have 
shown similar trends: during the same period em'~ 
ployment in furniture manufacturing dropped by 
10 percent; in the metals industry it decreased by 
26 percent; and in the textile industry employment 
fell by 23 percent (47, p. 262). 

EXPANSION OF WHITE-COLLAR wORK.-Increases in 
the governmental and service secfurs have also 
greatly influenced the overall picture. Highlighting 
a trend noted for at least a half oentury, employ~ 
ment in professional, technical, and kindred occu~ 
pations increased by 47 perceJ;lt during the 1950's. 
Also, clerical workers increased by 34 percent, serv~ 
ice workers by 25 percent, and sales workers by 
20 percent (47, p. 260). 

EMERGENCE OF NEW OCCUPATloNs.-Emergenoe of 
new occupations is not so easy to document .sta~ 
tiatically. But obscured by the broad categories in 
which occupational changes are presented lies the 
growth of occupations that previously did not exist, 
or which are so radically different from thsir prede~ 
cessors that they may be considered changes in kind 
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rather than degree. The space and missile industries 
have provided ,many of these. Increasing specializa. 
tiop and the growth of cro8s~disciplinary fields in 
science provide others. 

NEW DUTIES FOR OLD OCCUPATIONs.-Like the 
above, documentation is diffiCult to provide hexe. 
But the phenomenon is real nonethelees. Perhaps 
one of the more outstanding examples is to be"found 
in farming. Consider the farmer at the turn of the 
century. Self-powered equipment was practically 
nonexistent. Because the market economy was not 
as all-pervasive as today there was little demand 
for production records. Nor was there much demand 
for literary skills. Today the farmer cares for trac-. 
tors and other powered equipment and many otqer 
devices made possible by such machinery, while he 
no longer needs to know much about caring for 
draft animals. One hardly need point out that today 
part. of his job includes careful estimation of cost<! 
and benefits, while another part includes a con
stant search for new information. In like, manner, 
!>lmost any occupation that ·has survived the revo
lution in mechanization of activity has done so by 
adaptlng to it, and in the process has been trans
formed, 

WOMEN IN THE WORK FORCE.-There has been an 
increase in the number of occupations requiring 
social and clerical ski1.1s, but wh.ich do not require 
long periods of experience on the,job. At the same 
time the demands for brute strength havs dropped 
off. Simultaneously there has been a relax!>tlon of 
the taboos concerning work for women: Then, too, 
many of the routine housekeeping duties which 
once kept women in the home have been taken over 
by machines, and a small€!, proportion of a woman's 
life is tied up with young'ehildren. Many women 
now enter the work force several times during their 
lives. Othel"l! are continuously employed on a regu
lar basis. Thus the net effect is that the averagE;l 
age of American working women was recently esti
mated at around 38 years. Girls in high school are 
expected to spend about 25 years of their adult 
lives in remunerative work (42). 

The general rise in the occupational prestige 
hierarehy 

With a few individual exceptions, there is a long
term upward drift in the occupational structure. 
On the whole, obsolescenee eliminates, low prestige 
occupations. The expanding white-collar sector, too, 
oonsists of occupations whioh are substantially 
above the bottom of the hierarchy. Also, the newly 
emerging occupations appe!>r to be mostly those of 
high skill requirements and of moderate to high 
prestige. Finally, many older oooupations seem to 
be undergoing a remarkable degree of upgrading. 
In recent years public universities bave instituted 
specialized eourses, ,usually short summer sessions, 
for many occupations which were once believed not 
to require any information that could not be l~arned 
with a few weeks on the job. Not all suoh courses 
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are short.. For example, a few universities now offer 
degree tr!>ining leading to both the bachelor's and 
m!>ster's degrees in police work. Also, workers in 
some fields have organized themselves into volun_ 
tary associations which emphasize what is ealled 
"professional development." A nationwide secre
taries' association, for example, provides a series of 
examinations over various levels of duties of secre
taries and supplie.s rewards for those who pass them. 
Obviously, State and national oivil. servioe exami
nations provide the s!>me funotion by requiring spe
cific minimum standards of performanoe, 

Thus two general changes tend to raise the level 
of the occupational prestjge strueture as a whole, 
One that has rec(lived mueh attention includes 
obaoleseence of old, lower status occupations and 
the emergenae of new oeeupations toward the top' 
of the system. The other, less well known, consists 
of the .upgrading of old occupations. The material 
.presented in 'the preceding paragraph merely illus
trates this. The main evidenoe that the net effect of 
the basie transformations on individual oocupations 
is to raise the entire prestige hierarchy is presented 
in Hodge, Siegel, arid Rossi (20). These writers 
present data' oil the changes in the prestige of sam
ples of ollcupations from data taken ,in about 19Uj 
1940, 1947, and 1963. Almo.st all the ehanges, par
ticularlY in the more reeent data, are in a positive 
direction. Data on the social psyehologleal reasons 
for this do not exist, but one would suppose some_ 
thing like the following is happening. Prestige is 
assigned to oeeupation~ as a reward for applying 
scarce skills to activities people believe to be im
portant. Occupational upgrading is a process which, 
by improving ·the worker's skills, makes· his con
tribution more unusual, and therefore 80aroor and 
more valuable. 

Occupational Prestige, Income, and Education 

The interpretation just presented,· in which 
ohanges in the occupational pre.stige hierarchy were 
related to occupational upgrading, st;.rongly suggests 
that ·changes in education are fred" up with the 
changes in the occupational structure. We shall 
prCllent data on this later, and will follow that pres_ 
entation with data on education and income. But 
first let us review the relations between oecupa-
tionat-prestige and edueation. . 

Occupational Pl'elltigc and incom~' 

It is well known th~t.the average real income of 
Ameriean families ha:~(been rising almost steadily 
for mlUly,years. In his reoent work on the subjeet,. 
Miller presents data showing that between 1929 and 
1962 the average real personal income per family, 
calculated in 1962 dollar~equivalents after income 
tax, rose from $4,2{l0 to $6,400 per year, or to about 
155 percent of the earlier value (25, table I-J, p. 9). 
Moreover, all levels of the income distribution ap
pear to be rising at about ,the same rate, especially 
since 1944. puring ,this period there is praetically 

no change in the proportion of total personal· in_ 
come received by the top, seoond, middle, fourtb, 
and lowest fiftbs of the ineome distribution (25, 
p. 3). Similarly, there is almost no change in the 
proportibn received by the top 5 percent from 1947 
to 1960 (25, pp. 20-25). '. 

More to the point, there is a substantial, though 
lmpexfect, relatioIlShip between annual income and 
occupational prestige position, Presenting data for 
full-time, ye~r-round male workers only, for ex
ample, in 1960 the median wage of- salary income 
of nonfarm managers, offieiala, and proprierors was 
87,241. That of clerical !>nd kindred' workers waa 
$5,247, of operators and kindred workers (roughly, 
skilled workers) $4,977, that of laborers (except 
farm and mine) S3,87~, th!>t of farm laborers and 
foremen $1,731. As an important exception, profes
sional, teohnical,. and kindred workers ~~ .on the 
whole to outrank nonfarm managers, ol11~and 
proprietors in prestige, though their ranks for 
medi.an sal!>ries are reversed; the former received 
$6,848. This is probably due in part to the faot, to 
which we referred ea.rlier, that prestige includes 
nonmonetary returns. The trend data, of oourse, 
are apjJroximately oonsistent with the ,above. From 
1939 to 1960 the,inore~.e in median. income for'male 
workers was 221 peroent. Fpr nonfarm managers, 
officials, and· proprietors it was 238 percent. For 
olerical and kindred workers, and operators and kin
dred workers it was 325 percent, It was 280 pereent 
for laborers (other thlUl farm and mine). Finally, 
for farm laborers and foremen it waa 189 percent. 
(Note that operators, etp., experienced a dispro
poryionat(lly high increase, while farm wageworkers 
suffered a disproportionately low incre!>se.) The 

·figurtl for ·professional, teehnical, and k,indred 
workers is 251 percent (25, tabtelII~, pp. 82-83). 

Occupational prestige and education 

Everyone knows that Qtl.cupational prestige and 
education are positively oorrelated. Nonetheless a 
few data on the subject may not be out ()f place.· 

Dunllan' and Hodge~ present 1950 data, drawn 
from about 1,100 men in Chicago- in 1951, on the 
relationship of eduoational attainment with ooelf
pational sooioeconomic status (9, 10): Their oovari
ance data oan be easily reduced to pe!>rsonisn eorre. 
latjon coeffioients by taking the square roots. When 
this is done the correlation 'is shown to be about 
r = +.55. In another projeot, based on question_ 
na~re data taken first in 1948 on 383 boys who were 
t.hen juniors .and seniors in Jefferson County, Wis., 
!>nd who were restudied in 1955, Sewell and· his 

. oolleagues found a similar correlation between ed.u~ 
oation!>1 attainment and ,occupational prestige: 
r = +.60 (33). For a one-third r!>ndom sample of 
Wisoonsin seniors in 1948 who· were restudied 'in 
1955, Sewell found correlations on these variables 

;0£ r = +.62, for males IUld +.43 for females (33). 
For the!subsarople' of this group, consisting 9i farm 

boys, Sewell, Haller, and Portes found a correlation 
of r = +.58 (36). Except for one's oceupational 
prestige atatus at earlier periods (9), it appears 
that no other faotors have ever been shown to be 
so highly correlated with occupational prestige 
status, 
The~ data support what we !>lready knew in·that 

they show occupational prestige status and educa
tion to be tied to eaoh other. One could easily !>rgue 
that several practices are in faot tightening the 
dependency of ooeupationai" aohievement ·On edu
oation. There appears to be profesBionalization of 
an increasing number of oeeupatjons. Along with 
this, it appears that there is an merease in licensing 
and other procedures specifying minimal formal 
educational requirements. for various ocoupations. 
Some l!>rge· companies use CQlle~e. gr!>duation as a 
necCSl!!>ry com;l.ition fo~ emplOyment in management 
IUld technioal jobs; ;Finally, we have already noted 
that many m!>y move up in their organizations oniy 
b~ passing exarninatioM, and th!>t some voluntary 
orglUlizations encQurage self-improvement by means 
of examinatjons and awards for superior work per~ 
formance. If these observations are well.founded, 
they imply that a general rise in the educational 
levels of eaob major occupational prestige level has 
boon· going on for some time. 

Evidenoo on ohanges in median years of school 
completed show this to have· been oc'curring. Be
tween· October 1948 and March 1964 the median 
educational levels ·f.or all oivi'JilUl workers '18 or 
more years old rose from 10.6 to ·12.2 years. For 
males the change was from 10.2 to,12.1 yearS; for 
females from 11.7 to 12.3 years, (46, p, 227), A study 
of the detaif of these data shows that from 1948 to 
1962' the median number' of years of school com_ 
pleted rose for almost all oceupational categories 
(or both males and females, Interestingly, rough" 
caloulations show that white-colhir occupational 
classes such as professio.nal, managers, clerical 
workers, and sales workers advanCed but little· 
(about .2 year on the average) during the period. 
On the other hand, blue·eollar occupations such 'as 
oraftsmen, operatives, laborers, and farmers ad
vanced Bubstantially (about 1.2 years on the aver
ageT. Doea this mean that while educational require-

. ~ents are stiffening at all occupational prestige 
levels, ~hey are· stiffening most rapidly at the lower 
lIivels? 

Education and income 

The relations between education and income are 
complic'!>ted during the years people are finishing 
sohool and starting to work. However that may be, 
eduoation appears to be a profit!>ble investment. 
For the male working population of 18 to 64 years 
of !>ge, 1959 mean average earnings by education 
were as follows: less than 8 year~ of sohool, $3,659; 
8 years, $4,725; 1 to 3 years df, high school, $5,379, 
4 years ·Clf1iigh sohool, $6,132; 1 to 3 years of col-
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lege, $7,401; 4 years of oollege, $9,255; 5 or more 
years of college, $11,136 (25, table VI-3, p. 139). 
In other words, those who completed at least 1 year 
beyond college averaged much more than did those 
who completed less than 8 grades of school. 

For both whites and nonwhites, men with more 
years of eduoation make more money. But there are 
important differences related to raoe. Though off 
the immediate topic, race differences deserve atten
tion. here becau~e they are involved in the whole 
issue of variationa in occmpational achievement. 
From Miller's data, the 1959 earnings of nonwhite 
men have heen calculated as a ,peroentage of those 
of white men (25, pp. 139-14(). On the average, 
Amerioan white men between 25 and 64 years of 
age earned 87 percent per year more in 1959 than 
comparable nonwhites. The respective means are 
$6,112 for whites and $3,260 for nonwhites. In the 
North and West whites earned 50 percent more than 
the amount earned by nonwhites, while in the South 
the figure rose to,more than 100 percent. It might 
be tempting to attribute these differences to race 
differences in nwnber of years of school completed. 
But this is not the case. With but one minor excep
tion,~ for each category formed by cross-classifying 
major regions by age groups and by years of school 
completed, white men earned more than nonwhite 
men. Controlling for eduoation, the earnings of 
whites range up as high as 200 percent of those of 
nonwhiws (among southern men completing 4 
years of college). Perhaps most important of all, 
for every category of age and region, the greater the 
number of years of school completed, the greater 
the proportionate and absolute difference in earn
ings. It seems unlikely that this trend is due just 
to discrimination on the job. It is more reasonable 
to suppose that the higher the level in school the 
more superior is the quality of education reoeived 
by whites. This would be reflected in increasing dif~ 
fereoces in competence and finally in the observed 
increasing proportional differences in earnings (25, 
pp. 139-14(). Thus the discrimination most affect
ing differences in earnings would have ooourred 
during the school years and would have been first 
manifested as poor e!iucation. 

Summary 

The sociologist measures occupational achieve_ 
ment by assessing the prestige of the person's occu
pation. Money income is not the only reward for 
high aohievement, and occasionally it is used to 
attraot workers to undesirable jobs. Thus the oorre
lation between money income and occupational 
achievement (prestige) is far les8 than perfect. But, 
though imperfect, suoh a correlation exista and it is 
positive: on the average, the higher the prestige of 
the occupation the higher the income. Next, as we 

'In the West nonwhite men 18 to 24 years old who had 
completed less than 8 years of school earned slightly more 
than comparable whites (S2,274 to $2.151). 
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would expeot, occupational prestige and education 
are positively, though imperfectly, 'related: The 
higher the education the higher the oocnpation. So 
we would have assumed, as many have, that if one 
is paid for his work contribution, and derives much 
of his work ability from education, then differences 
in years of sohool completed should ultimately re
sult in,differenoes in income. Data were adduced to 
show that this occurs. But in the process we dis· 
oovered that the income derived from increasing 
the number of years of school completed is sub
stantially greater for whites than fOr nonwhites. 
The question was raised as to whether this might 
be due to variations in the quality of eduoation re~ 
ceived by whit~ and nonwhites. Suggestions for 
aIlllwering this question are presented later in con
nection with a more systematic analysis of the fac
tors influenoing eduoational achievement. 

Rural-Urhau Variations in Educational 
Achievement 

Clearly, education comprises the most important 
class of variables needed to account for variations 
in ocoupational aohievemen~, and most researoh 
efforts have been direc;;ed to this end. Sl;to.t:t;ly, we 
shall proceed to review some of the evidence on, 
this Bubject and shall ultimate.1Y attempt to provide 
the beginnings of a sooial psyohological explanation' 
for these variations. But before doing so it will be 
useful to show the rural-urban variation in OUr 
oentral variables. To do this we shall first present 
the evidence that rural-urban differennes in non_ 
farm' ocoupational achievement do in fact exist 
and then show the relation of region and race to 
rural and urban residenoe. Some of the moat in_ 
triguing evidence on what seems to be in part a 
rural phenomenon is presented in- the form of re_ 
gional or racial oategories. We shaii then present 
data on rural-urban differenoes in educational 
achievement, using regional and raoe data to sup
plement them. 

Rural-Urban Differences in Occupational 
Achievement 

For some time, evidenoe has been available re_ 
garding rural·urban differenoes in ocoupational 
aohievement. Most of this work is oited elsewhere 
(5, p.lO). In general it shows that farm-reared men 
have low levels of occupational achievement, that 
men reared in small towns have somewhat higher 
levels, and that urban-reared men have still higher 
levels. These oomparisons are based on the nonfarm 
population. Less evidence is available for women. 
The best available ,data, taken in 1952"show.that 
farm-reared women have lower ,levels of achieve
ment than nonfarm-reared women. Both of these 
groups have lower levels of achievement than urban
reared women (12). Truly up-to-date information 
on this topic appears not to be available. In 1964, 

the U.S. Department of, Agriculture issued a report 
based on a 1958 national sample, drawn by the Bu~ 
reau of the Ceni>ua, of 35,000 households (1, table 
8, p. 13), Data weNt taken on noninstitutionalized 
oivilians 18 years old or more. Despite the age of 
the data and the faot'that the oategories are a little 
broader than would be ideal for present purposes, 
they are still the best available. Data are presented 
for the employed nonfarm population, classified by 
white-collar, _blue-oollar, and farm occupation, by 
farm or nonfarm birthplace, and by age. AnalySls 
shows" firat, that the farm~born, as expeoted, turn 
out to be underrepresented in the ranks of the 
white-collar workers and overrepresented among 
blue-collar workers. Second, the peroentages ohange 
but little with the age of the worker. For example, 
in the 18 to 24 age group, 34 percent of the farm_ 
born were'in white-oollar jobs, while 53';percent of 
the nonfarm-born had such jobs, a 'difference of 17 
peroent. Similarly, in the 45-54 age group 37 per~ 
cent of the farm-born had white-collar jobs, while 
51 peroent of the nonfarm-born had such jobs,' a 
difference of 14 percent. 

Moreover, the age-related ohanges give no hint 
that the influenoe of farm origins on low levels of 
nonfarm occupational achievement may be decreas_ 
ing with time. If anything, they suggest the possi
bility that such differences may be gradua.lly 
w:idenin~. These trends are clearer when followed by 
c_aloulating farm-born versus nonfarmwborn dif
ferences in the percentage who became blue-{lollar 
workers. Among those 65 and over, only 3 percent 
more of the farm·born than of the nonfarm-born 
became blue-collar worl~ers. Among those 55 to 64 
years old the difference is 7 peroent. Among those 
from 45 to 54 years, the difference rises to 12 per
cent. For those 35 to 44 years of age and for 'those 25 
to 44 years of age, the difference is 13 peroent. 
Finally, for those 18 to 24 years of age, the differ_ 
ence rises to 17 percent. What is happening is that 
the younger the group, the smaller the propo.rtionate 
contribution of the farm-born to the white~collar 
stratum; and tbe larger the proportionate contribu
tion 'of the farm-born to the blue~ool1ar stratum. 
An important part of this effect comes about be
oause the farm-bom from 18 to 24 years of age up to 
45 to 54 years ,of age are oontributing to the blue
collar stratum a proportion whioh earlier the older 
farm-born contributed to the then larger farm 
operator stratum. 

For the farm~born sector of the country as a 
whole, the data thus confirm a finding enoountered 
in various parts by using several different indexes 
of rurality. The nonfarm levels of occupational 
aohievement of rural people are substantially lOWer 
than those of the rest' of the population. 

Rural-Urban Aspeota of the Regional and Racial 
Distribution of the Population 

Today, the ,best single index of rurality of a 
region is still the proportion of the region'e popu
lation who live on farms outside urban plaoes. By 

this measure the South remains the most rural of 
the major regions of the country. It should be 
reoognized that the farm population is decreasing at 
a rapid rate-4.6 percent per year between 1960 and 
1965. Also, there may well be important regional 
differences in the rates of our flight from the land. 
Indeed, between 1960 and 1965 ·the number of non
whites residing on farma decreased by 41 percent, 
while the nllmber of whites deoreased by 17 peroent. 
Sinoe many nonwhites live in the South we can be 
sure that region is catching up with the rest of the 
oountry in this regard. Yet, when all such qualifi
oations are taken into acoount, the main oonoentra
~ion of farm people is in the South. Fo'r example, in 
April 1965, 44 percent of the farm popUlation resided 
in that region, while the South's proportion of the 
total population was about 20 peroent (44). 

Rurality is also confounded with race. Of the 
nonwhite population (four-fifths of whom are 
Negroes) 16 pereent lived on farms in 1965, while 6 
percent of the white population did so. So it is 
doubtless true that a disproportionate number of 
Negroes still live on farms (44, ~). Moreover, prao
tically all of these live in the South j there are 
almost no Negroes on farms in the North and West. 

Rural.Urban Differences iu Edueational 
~hievement 

We have seen that we need to understand the 
ways eduoation influences people in order to under
stand ocoupational aohievement. To understand 
rural-urban variations in nonfarm oooupational 

'achievement we must therefore examine the sohool 
perforip.ance of rural and urban people. This will 
be aocomplished by reviewing evidenoe on compari
son. of sc~ool oompletion as indicated, first, by edu
oatlOnal levels of adults, seoond, by dropout be
havior as, indexed by school enrollment rates of 
youths, and third, by achievement and ability test 
performanoe. This will set the stage for an exami
nati9n of the factors determining variations in edu~ 
oationa.1 aohievement, which is the subjeot of the 
next seOtion. 

School eompletion 

Nam and Powers have presented the most com
,prehensive analysis of rural-urban, regional, and 
race differences in number of years of school oom
pleted (27). Their report is based on oensus data. 

The data they present show that sohool comple
tion dats. are, of oourse, based on the population no 
longer of school age. They therefore reflect changes 
in school attendance which occurred during earlier 
periods. The 1960 population had oompleted sub~ 
stantially more years of school than had the 1950 
population. This held true among rural and urban 
people, among northerners, westerners, and south
erners. NatUrally, this is a oontinuation of a long
term trend among whites -and nonwhites. Yet the 
rural~urban differences persisted. In fact, for non
whites the distance between rural and urban people 
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increased a little. The overall pattern for 1960 was 
as follows: urbanites had (lompieted the highest 
number of ye!ll's of school, rural nonfarm people the 
next, and farm people the least. There were,' too, 
fairly substantial differences among regions. On' the 
whole, people of the South had completed the fewest 
years of school. Those of the North Central region 
were next, westerners completing the most. The 
South, however, was second to the West in propor
tion of whites who had attended college. As OUl' his. 
tory leads us to expect, .nonwhites had completed 
fewer years of school than whites. Because of the 
combined effects of residence, region, and race, we 
would expect that white urban westerners would 
show the largest proportions completing college and 
the smallest completing no more than eight grades. 
This holds, with the respective percentages being 
24.5' (1 year or more of cnllege) and 26.4 (0-8 years 
of school). The combined effects of these variables 
also suggest that nonwhite southern farmers would 
Jhow the smallest proportion completing college and 
the largest proportion completing no more than 
eight grades. This, too, holds, with the respective 
percentages being 2.1 (I year or more of college) 
and 85.4 (0.8 years of school). It should be added 
that college attendance rates during that year were 
less than 10 percent for all categoTies of nonwhites 
except urban westerners (27, table 1, p.122). 

College enrollment in 1960 of American students 
who were high school seniors in October 1959 has 
been reported by Nam and Cowhig (26). They 
found that urban graduates were more likely to 
enroll in college thEm were rural graduates, but 
there was little effect of race on the college enroll
ment of high school graduates. No data on regional 
differences were presented. 

In summary, though the overall figures were 
higher, in 1960 than in 1950, there were still sub
stantial differences in educational achievement 
among residen'ce groups'in 1960, urbanites first, 
rural nonfarm people second, and farm people last. 
Nonwhites were generally low, but were lowest in 
rural areas. Except for the percentage of urban 
whites attending college, southerners ·in each cate
gory had the smallest percentage who had attended 
college and the highest who had not gone heyond 
the eighth grade. Roughly the same residence trends 
were observed for college enrolhuent of 1960 high 
school graduates. No important race difference was 
noted, however, and regional variations were not 
reported. 

Dropout behavior 

It is easier to talk about dropout behavior than 
to study it. The tem implies a sense of finality 
that existing data do not plumb. However, the term 
reflects a common occurrence. Not quite half of the 
population 25 years old or older had graduated from 
high school in 1960. No doubt most were dl'op outs. 
.Enrollment rates of 16- and 17.year-olds of various 
social categories provide a fairly good way of 
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handling the problem. For 1960, "Nam and Powers 
have analyzed rural-urban, regional, and race differ
ences in this variable quite well. Judging by the 
high percentage of these age. groupe enrolled in 
school (86.3 percent of the 16-year-olds and 75.6 
percent of the 17-year-olds) one would suppose that 
the trend toward completing more yeare of school 
was continuing (27). An examination of their data 
(table 7) shows that the rural population in each 
region made larger gains in the proportion of the~e 
age groups en:rolled in school than did the urban 
population. Over the nation as a whole, the enroll
ment of u·rban youth 16 years old increased from 
85.2 to 87.5 percent and of urban youth 17 years 
old from 72.8 percent to 76.7 percent" for gains of 
2.3 and 3.9 percent, respectively. On the other hand, 
the enrollment of rural youth 16 years old increased 
from 75.5 to 84.3 'percent, and of. rural youth 17 
years old from 62.1 to 73.6 percent, for gains of 8.8 
and 11.5 percent, respectively. The largest gains for 
both rural and urban youth were in ths South. 

In the years before 1960, an interesting switch 
occurred. As we have-seen, among adults the farm
reared population lags behind both the urban and 
rural noniam. By 1960 the farm population had 
crept ahead of the rural nonfam people. Indeed,· 
the highest single level of enrollment of l6-year
olds, including urbanites, is, to be found among the 
rural farm population of the North Central region, 
and the higliest two categories among 17-year-olds 
are the rural fam population of the West and the 
North Central regions. 

But looking at the 1960 overall picture, the dif-~ 
ferences are small between urban, rural nonfarm, 
and farm groups of these ages. The urban and farm 
categories are about equal, with the rural nonfarm 
lagging slightly behind. By regions, the West was 
highest, followed by the North Centrsl States, the 
Northeast, and the South, in that order. Nonwhites 
Jagged behind the total population by about 8 or 9 
percent. 

Looking at some of the finer details, we find that 
the enrollment rate for northeastern nonwhite 17-
year-oIds, 55.7 percent, is the lowest of all. The 
Nam~Powers data also show that among rural non
farm population of the Northeast the enrollment 
rate for 17-year-old m,IUwhites lags by 20.7 percent 
(75.9 minus 55.7 percent), which is the greatest 
single racial discrepancy. Other important· racial 
discrepancies include the following: north central 
17-year-old rural nonfarm youth, 16.1 percent .(77.9 
minU!! 61.8 percent) ; northeastern rural farm youth, 
15.3 percent (86.0 minus;71.7 percent); northeastern 
urban youth, 13.5 pel'c~t (76.2 percent minus 
62.7 percent). (Curiously, in the Northeast, the non
white fann 17-year-olds faired slightly better than 
the average for all fsrm youth of that age, 80.5 and 
75.6 percent, respectively.) Contrary to popular 
opinion, the South showed the least racial discrep
ancy in school enrollment of 16- and 17-year-olds. 

In summary, the 1960 variations in enrollment 
rates for 16- and 17-year-olds were not as great 

as those. for school completion. This is true for 
rural-urbaIl residence, region, and race. There was 
not much difference between urban and farm youth, 
but rural nonfarm were behind. Though it was be
hind the rest of the country in most enrollment rates 
of 16- and 17-year-olds, the South had the smallest 
racial discrepancy and indeed had higher than 
average enrollment rates for nonwhite residents of 
rural nonfarm areas. 

Achievemenl test behavior 

Coleman and his colleagues have recently pro
duced the most coml?rehensive and thorough,st.udy 
ever done:of regiona:l, residence" and· racial differ
ences in test performance and of aspects of the 
environment of public sohool children thought to be 
relevant to the quality of education (6). Consider
able information was collected, including data on 
individual students, their teachers and guidance 
counselors, and their schools. Perhaps most im
portant, the data were collected on all children in 
grades 1, a, 6, 9, and 12 in a sample of the nation's 
schools. Reasonably complete information was 
available from 70 percent of the high school princi. 
pals and from 67 percent of the higb school classes 
whose students were tested. Special checks appear 
to show that though sampling biases were intro
duced, they do not affect the outcome subatantially. 

Within any grade studied, all students in the 
sample took the same set of tests. Thus the data 
within a class are essentially comparable. The data 
we shall, summarize at ,this point are the results 
of the tests of (1) verbal ability, (2) nonverbal 
ahility, (3) reading comprehension, and (4) mathe
matics aohievement. There, is no need to make a 
deep analysis of these tests here. It is enough to 
point out that the science of test-building is quite 
well.developed. These tests, taken together, detect 
differences among students in their abilities ·to 
understand what they read, to make logical deduc
tions and inductions, and to manipulate numbers 
and mathematical symbols. These abilities-learned 
or unlearned-are the basic mental skills needed 
for coping with and contributing to contemporary 
urban·industrial society. There are but two glaring 
omissions.in the tests-tile failure to assess the indi
vidual's capacity to cooperate with others, and his 
ability to communicate orally and in writing. These 
omissions are, unfortunately, characteristic of much 
of the otherwise admirable work of 'modern educa
tional testing. 

Standard teats of each of these four variables 
(and some others we are ignoring here because they 
seem less basic) were administered to each student 
in each of the five grades· (I, 3, 6, 9, and 12), except 
that the· first graders did not take reading compre
hension and mathematiC3 achievement- tests. The 
test data which are most impCll'tant for present pur
poses were 'reduced to percentiIe and T-score form 
(X = 50 and IT = 10) and are presented in graphs: 
Most of the results reported here are from snalysis 
of, the graphs. 

Test; response data are pr~sented for residence 
(metropolitan and nonmetr.opolitan location of 
school), race (whites and Negroes), region (South, 
Southwest, North, and West-sometimes Northeast, 
Midwest, and West).8 In addition, data are pre-, 
sented for various minority groups: Puerto Ricans, 
Mexicans, Indians, and Orientals'. These groups, un
like the others, are not subdivided by region and size 
of place. To anticipate a bit, the Orientals tended 
to perform about like the whites do. For this reason 
we have taken no special note of them in the ensuing 
presentation, although the other minorities receive 
aome attention. 

We hav,e ,studied the crucial tables from the 
Coleman report (0:, pp. 2~J.: ... 245) ,and have sum
marized the main apparent effects of ·metropolitan
nonmetropolitan location, ·region, and race for each 
of the above tests. 

(1) VEIRBAL ABILITy-Those attending metro
politan schools appear to outperform those attend
ing nonmetropolitan schools at all grade levels 
tested: 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12. For, the lower grades (1 
and 3) there is no dis,::ernible effect of region. For 
the higher gr!lodes (6, 9, and 12) the Northeast and 
Midwest appear to be highest, the South lowest, and 
other regionS in between. Whites ouucore Negroes in 
all grades; this is the most outstanding effect. In 
the 6th and 9th grades the Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, 
and Indians do poorly, but this effect is not present 
in the 12th grade, possibly hecause the lower scorers 
have dropped out. 

(2) NONVERBAL ABILITy-Little if any metropoli
tan-nonmetropolitan effects are noticeable for grades 
1 and 3. In grades 6, 9, and 12 the metropolitan are 
higher. Neither is there any obvious effect of region 
in grades 1 \'Ind 3, except for an analogies test in 
grade 3, where the Northeast and Midwest were 
high, and the South low, with others bEltween. This 
:latter regional pattern also holds for grades 6, 9, 
and 12 except 'that for grade 6 the Southwest is 
about as low as the South. Whites systematically 
outacore Negroes, and in ~rades 6 and 9 the Puerto 
Rican, Mexicans, and Indians are again low. 

(3) READING COMPREHENSlON-Again, there is 
not much, if any, effect of metropolitan-nonmetro
politan location of the child's school (an index of the 
rural-urban variable) on reading comprehension for 
grades 3 and 6. First graders did not take this .test. 
In grades 9 al)d 12, however, the metropolitan stu
dents tend to be higher than the nonmetiopoljtan. 
Next, there is no discernible regional effect in the 
data on 3d graders. But among 6th, 9th, and 12th 
graders, those from the Northeast and Midwest 

'The Northeast evidently includes New England and the 
other Eastern Seaboard Slates south through Washington. 
D.C. The Midwest evidently ingludes all other States bor-

~:~!k:' ~~~ &~eatJ~:. ~h: ~6~~ ~clt:d!; ~:~~ 
alld all Slates (m or .... 6t of the Mississippi River not already 
identified. The South"i'est includes Arizono., New Mexico, 
Oklahoma, lied Texas. The remailling States including 
Alaaka and Hawaii constitute the We.t. 
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tend to outperform those of other regions, while 
those from the South (and in the case of grade 12, 
the Southwest) tend to perform at a lower level than 
the others. Again, whites systematically outperform 
Negroes. In grades 6 and 9 the other minorities 
(Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, and Indians) are low, 
but as on previous tests this effect does not persist 
int(J grade 12. 

(4) MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT-The pattern of 
influences on mathematics achievement of students 
is similar to the patterns we have already discussed. 
By"the 6th grade, metropolitan I>tudents tend to be 
outscoring the nonmetropolitan students, though 
there is little difference among 3d graders. There is 
no regional difference in, mathematical achievement 
in the 3d grade. But in the 6th grade the northern 
children make higher scores and the southern and 
southwestern children make lower scores, with west
erners in between. In the 9th and 12th grades, the 
northerners and westerners appear to be about equal 
to each other and score higher than the southern and 
southwestern students. Again, whites systematically 
outperform Negroes, and the low scores for Puerto 
Ricans, Mexicans, and Indians which persist through 
grades 3, 6, and 9 are no longer evident in grade 12. 

There is one unusual fact abqut the mathematics 
achievement data. The distrib"ution for. Mexicans, 
Puerto Rioans, Indians, and all categories of 
Negroes is sharply skewed in the 6th grade. This 
skewing ,results from a large proportion having eX· 
ceedingly low scores which are about equal to each 
other j the high scorers are much more variable. The 
same phenomenon is observed in the 12th grade 
metropolitan western and nonmetropolitan south· 
ern Negroes. It appears in no other grades or cate
gories of students, and on no other tests. One-could 
hypothesize that since mathematios is a difficult sub
ject--nr is thought to be-a poor performance in 
mathematics is one of the earliest symptoms of 
readiness to. drop out of school. A great many 
minority group members, we might suppose, are al· 
ready disheartened with school by the 6th grade. 
This is refleoted in their mathematical test perform. 
ance, and they drop out at the first opportunity. 
This eliminates most dropout-prone - Mexicans, 
Indians, and Puerto Ricans, as well as many such 
Negroes. In the nonmetropolitan South and the 
metropolitan West quite ,a few dropout-prone 
Negroes remain to continue into high, school, when 
the same sort of discouragement sets in by the time 
they reach the 12th grade. This too, is reflected more 
clearly in their performance in mathematios, a 
"hard" subjeot, than in other subjects over which 
they were tested. We shall return to this type of 
issue in the next major section. 

(5) SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTs-(a) The major 
finding of the research reviewed here is that at all 
levels and for all types of tests the performance of 
Negroes is quite a bit lower than that of whites. 
Indeed, Coleman and his assooiates show that the 
gap between whites and Negroes often widens as the 
students progress into higher grades. Puerto Ricans, 
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Mexicans, and Indians also tend to- do progressively 
more poorly up to a point between the 6th and 9th 
grades, after which their performance improves, 
probably because the poorer students have dropped 
out of school. (b) The rural-urban variable is ap
proximated here by a metropolitan-ll(Jnmetropolitan 
classification. Differences on this variable are less 
pronounced than on race. But they exist among 9th 
and 12th graders for all four tests, among 6th 
graders for mathematics and nonverhal ability, and 
among 1st and 3d graders, as well, for yerbal 
ability. (c) Similarly the southern, and sometimes 
the southwestern, students perform less well than do 
all others, especially northerners, from the 6th 
through the 12th grade on all fonr tests. There is 
little if any effect of region among 3d graders on 
any.of these tests or among 1st graders on the two 
tests they took (verbal and notiverbal ability). 

Thus, racial differences exist at all levels and for 
all tesk But, on the whole, residence and regional 
effects begin to show after the 3d grade. And in all 
cases it is the categories that are presently or his· 
torically the most rural-the Negroes, the south: 
erners, and the nonmetropolitans-which show the 
poorest test performance. 

Summary 

The first section explained the sociologist's oon
tention that occupational prestige is the key vari v 

able by which to approach the measurement of 
occupational achievement levels. Secondary data 
were then presented to show, among other things, 
the ties of education to occupational prestige. The 
present seotion shows first that there are, or were, 
large differences in prestige levels of nonfarm ocou
pational achievement of people reared in rural and 
urban areas. These differences justify an investiga
tion of rural-urban, and related regional and race, 
variations in school behavior. Even so, because the 
data are based on adults of some years ago, we do 
not really know whether today'a rural youth are still 
entering the nonfarm occupational structure at unv 

usually low levels, but it would be surprising if they 
were not. 

Data on school years completed by the adult 
population in' 1960 really refer to events that hap
pened years earlier when these adults were of school 
age. There are substantial differences between 
people of urban, rural nonfsm, and farm origins. 
They also show substantial regional and race dif
ferences. Regional differences are in this order: the 
West (highest), Northeast, North Central, and 
South (lowest). Nonwhites were muoh lower than 
whites. 

Data on Bohool enrollment of 16- and 17-y.ear-olds 
in 1960 are more up to date. They show relatively 
small differences in enroUment rates by residence, 
and there was no important difference at all be
tween urhan and farm youth, ,though these were a 
little higher than rural nonfarm youth. Differences 
between regions were a little greater, in this order: 
West (highest), North Central, Northeast, and 

South (lowest). White-nonwhite differences were not 
very large either, though they existed. They were 
almost negligible in the South and tended to be 
especially large in the Northeast. 

Test performance data (verbal and nonverbal 
abilities, reading comprehension, and ma.thematical 
achievement), of children in school in 1965 are obvi
ously still more up to date. They show relatively 
small differ-ences favoring metropolitan students 
over nonmetropolitan. (Data are not aaVilable for 
rural nonfarm or farm students as suoh.) Also, 
students from Northern States tend to score higher 
than those of the Southeast _and, to a lesser extent, 
the Southwest (exoluding Ca.lifornia).'The sharpest 
differences, 'however, are between whites and other 
major minority groups: Negroes, Mexioans, Puerto 
Ricans, and Indians. Moreover, the higher the school 
grade-the farther behind their peers the Negroes fall. 
One can infer this ,would be true of the other minori
ties, except that the poorer students among them 
may drop out of school earijer, leaving the high 
soorers to inflate the test averages. 

It thUI> appears that there are some important 
trends occurring. Rural-urban differences, as such, 
in precollege school enrollment may no longsr be 
very pronounced. Regional differences in eDfOilment 
may also be disappearing. Raoe differences in at
tendance seem to be dropping, too. We oannot say 
for certain whether the "learning gaps" are being 
closed. From test data, it appears the rural-urban 
differences as such are not very great, and that 
regional differences are not either, though nonmetro
politan a,nd southern students have lower scores than 
others. The race gap in attendanoe is closing, but 
race differences, in learning may not be .doing so, 
especially among Negroel> in the South and South
west and among Mexicans, Puert.o Ricans, and In
dians (6, pp. 257, 258,272), Interestingly, there is 
very little raoial differenoe in college enrollment 
rates of high school graduates (26). 

Despite, the fact that they' are not so different 
in the externals, such as years of school completed 
and school enrollment, the rural southern and southw 
western Negroes are clearly the students who are 
least prepared for satisfaotory achievement in the 
modern occupational structure. 

Variations in Educational Achievement 

Clearly, if we are to understand the occupational 
achievement process, we must formulate a valid ex
planation of the educational aohievement process. 
Not that we lack theories relating to occupational 
achievem'ent. On tne contrary, there are several. 
The .current ones are reviewed by Borow (3). 
Among the more influential of these are Ginzberg 
et al., Roe, and Super. Ginzberg et at stress stages 
of occupational deoision-making, in which each later 
stage is-more reality-oriented than the former. These 
begin during the elementary school years and con
tinue until the person is established (14). Roe cross-

classifies occupations aooording to, level and func
tion, and then attempts to matoh personality needs 
(developed early in life) witli. job charaoteristics 
(31). Super has stressed the key role of the self
conoept.in determining the individual's occupational 
behavior (41). The need for objective evaluations of 
recent large-scale educational programs has proba
bly .' been partly responsible for an increasing 
emphasis on interrelating. research and theQry re
garding psychological aspects of vocational 
development, .one which ,should begin to bear fruit 
within a few years. No definitive publication has yet 
come from the newer lines of thinking. 

In any case, there are at least three related aspects 
of most such psychologioal thinking which make it 
less useful for present purposes than would be hoped. 
First, these are theories of "vooational" development 
as a whole, not simply theories of occupational 
achievement. Frequently, their major thrust is to 
understand and improve the adiustment of the indi
vidual rathe!' than to determine the prooess by 
which people are al.located to different sooial 
statuses, This leads to a relative neglect of the ocou
pational achievement process in itself. 

Second, most of the theoretical work gives insuf
ficient attention to the occupational hierarchy. 
Rather than seeing the occupational achievement 
process as one of entering and becoming stabilized 
at a point on or region of a continuum of occupa
tional prestige, thus anchoring achievement in the 
societal system"- of stratifioation, most writers see 
the individual as selecting a relatively unique occu
_pation or class of occupations, one which is not 
rigorously order~d by a olear specifioation of its 
relation to other locations. 

Third, and most fUndamental, experimental psy
chological researohers deliberately treat each indi
vidual organism as if it existed in exaotly the same 
environment as every other organism, and as if the 
only environmental influences bearing upon it were 
those provided by the experimenter. We may call 
this "the assumption of the isolated individua1." In 
psYchology, it is the equivalent to the physicist's 
experiment in a vacuum, or to the chemist's experi
ment conducted under "standard conditions." As a 
methodological ideal for studying certain kinds of 
behavior, it is highly appropriate. Unfortunately, it 
pervades much psychological thinking where it is 
not, appropriate, including occupational choice. But 
the occupational achievement process is enacted in 
a world in which people influence eaoh other, and in 
which some influences wane while othEirs wax. A use
ful theory must be able to identify and specify the 
chan&g effects of eaoh of the variables needed to 
desCribe the interplay between each person and his 
changing social environment. 

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE-The present 
position attempts to allow enough individual plas
ticity to acoount for major changes in the persbn's 
modes .of reacting to his environment, while at the 
same time avoiding the assuniption of infinite plal>
ticity .. Three assumptions are made about the great 
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majority of youths 'whose school behavior is the con~ 
cern of this section: (1) That most of those who do 
well or who do poorly in school are usually so simiM 
lar in the biologic aspects of mental abilitr that, for 
the most part, we can assume that ,env~ronmental 
factors are ultimately _ responsible for variations 
among them in achievement. (2) That the behavior 
of people is directed by the ways they conceive of 
themselves, by ,their goals, and by the available inM 
formation that might aid them in achieving their 
goals. (3) That self-co_nceptions, goals, and other 
information are learned in and sustained by inter
action with others. We shall elaborate each of these 
points. 

(1) One oLthe major learning tasks in the life 
of any p'erson is large'ly finished even before he or 
she enters schooL It is a task of huge proportions, 
yet practically all 4- or 5-year-olds have, for tbe 
most part, completed it. Children in all societies, 
even the so-called primitive groups, perform it well. 
Most of the best and the poorest students differ little 
in this respect from other youngsters: they have 
learned a language. 

What does it mean for a child to learn fl: language? 
It means that he has learned an enormous number 
of details and general rules. He has learned ,a vo
cabulary of words and how to put them together into 
an ordered system. He has learned a grammar. It. is 
true that ordinarily he makes more mistakes with 
his grammar than do adults" but his mistakes are 
so few that he can understand his parents, his 
friends, and others-even strangers. He CM Usually 
respond or initiate to them so that they understand 
the meanings he attempts to convey. To the child, 
learning a language is as natural as exploring his 
neighborhood. As adults, we cannot recall our own 
first experiences in learning our native language, but 
we remember when we tried to learn a foreign 
language. Perhaps we studied it for 2 or 3 years in 
high school or college. We remember the great 
difficulty we had and the hours we worked to learn 
the words, to conjugate the verbs, and above all to 
place subjects, predicates, etc., in their proper places 
in sentences. By! for all our bard work, we know 
very well that-our understanding of the language is 
still superficial. If we do not realize it while we are 
in sohool we soon find out when we meet someone 
who handles the language fluently. 

Yet the child learns the language of those around 
him so thoroughly that, despite a few idiosyncra
cies in grammar and pronunciatiOli, he is a master 
of it. He speaks and listens almost effortlessly; cerw 
tainly he does not usually struggle to remember 
what a certain word means, as most of us do when 
we use a language other than our Qwn. 

Most students have few if any major physical im
pediments to seeing, hearing, speaking, understand
ing, getting around. They know a langua.ge; they 
have already proven that they can learn exceedingly 
difficult material because they learned the language. 

'And they daily prove to us that their fundamental 
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intelleotual oapability has not eroded beoause they 
continue to communioate with a dirMtness and facil
ity that would astonish us if we ourselves were not 
so acoustomed to it. 

Surely, when pO,or stUdents have already mastered 
so complex a subject as a language, it is wise to.look 
toward social faotors rather than biological factors 
such as brain damage or poor heredity to explain' 
the fact that they are not doing well. 

(2) All psychological,points of view on behavior 
conceive of the person a,s an active agent. Some such 
points of view stress organismio factors which limit 
abilities. Others strcas "deep" motivations, de
veloped in the early years, of whioh the person is 
unaware. The sooial-psyohological view used here 
differs from the last two in that it assumes that man 
acts on the basis of the way he conoeptualizes his 
environment, himself, and his future alternatives. 
Among his alternatives he may seleot some; these 
become goals. When be works toward achieving a 
goal, his conceptions of himself and his environ
ment direct the ways he goes about it. His style or 
level of behavior, then; is to be explained largely 
in terms of things he hopes will come to be rather 
than in the terms either of variations in native 
ability or of motivations developed long ago. 

This does not mean that individual differences in 
pe:rsonality are neoessarily trivial or uninfluential. 
It does mean that most of the ones we know about 
are learned. WD,eri we look for factors influenoing the 
process of differential education achievement, we 
shall be especially concerned with those that, may 
vary the alternatives a young person can see as 
possibilities. We shall also be concerned with factors 
which make him conceive of himself as unable to 
learn, and to factors which make him think good 
sohoolwork is meaningless. 

(3) Most psychological factors in eduoational 
achievement are learned, directly or indirectly, in 
the person's oontacts witiI other people. Teachers', 
parents', and friends' responses to the young person's 
attempts to interact-playa major part in determin
ing ,his view of himself. If they let him know they 
think he is stupid, he learns to think he is stupid. 
If they let him know they think that he is bright, 
he learns to think he is bright. If those around the 
young person have and share with him a rich knowlw 
edge of the world, he too will ordinarily develop a 
rich knowledge of the world. This will provide him 
with many goal alternatives from whioh ro _ohoos~, 
and a wealth of information to make his choices 
rationaL On the other' hand, if those around the 
young person do not have or do not share with him 
a very adequate knowledge of the world, his alterna
tives will be' few and the information on whioh to 
base his attempts ro enact them will be inadequate. 

It should be stressed that ,a souial psyohological 
point of view is somewhat different from the 'indi
vidualistic position, to whioh we have referred, that 
seems to dominate much of contemporary educaw 
tional psyohology. One variety of ~he individualistic 

position, in the extrem.e, bolds that the performance 
of students depends largely on inherited abilitie8. In 
turn these abilities are thought to be due primarily 
to genetic defeots in his paren-ts. Another variety 
holds that behavior orientations--ability ,for one
are develuped in early life -and are not particularly 
changeable. These individualistic positions' hold, in 
effect, that little if anything can be done about a 
student's poor school performance. The social-psy
chOlogioal position on the other hand, holds that a 
person's knowledge, goalB, and Self-conceptions 
determine bow well he doca, and that in turn'these 
variables are almost entirely due to, factors in the 
social environment. Parents, for example; influence 
the education of their child, not primarily through 
the genes, but because. they mayor may not stimuM 
late him, mayor may not help provide appropriate 
goals, and self-eoncepts' for him, mayor may not 
provide effective help in teaching him. Other people 
influence him in the same way. 

T.his is not to say that mental ability is unim
portant. On: the contrary, intelligence scores are 
correlated with performance in school at all levels. 
But intelligence is not a simple phenomenon. To be 
sure, there is evidence of genetic effects on it, but 
there are important, and perhaps changing, environ
mental influences on it as well (13, pp. 191-2(J7; 
39, pp. 584-586). 

Environmental Influenc6s 

If we want w understand and to' affect educa
tional' aohievement we must understand the system 
in whioh the person's achievement behavior is con~ 
ducted, whioh is the same thing as determining the 
variable aspects of his environment that influence 
his behavior as he progresses through school. We 
are only beginning to learn how to analyze these 
facror!! !lystematically. Obviously, we must have 
ooncepts for describing the environment. One main 
distinotion we draw here is between the general 
environment and the effective environment. 

The general environment 

By the term "general environment" we mean to 
indicate all variables describing the amount and 
accuracy of information which, objectively, is read
ily acoessible to all or most, persons in a geographic 
·area. For the topic of educational and occupational 
achievement, the term refers to all such information 
indicating w:hat a .. persori might do in order to be 
successful in school or at,work. Geographically, for 
a given topic 'like success in school or at work, the 
bounds of such an area would be d'etermined by dis
covering lines indicating major changes in most im
po.rtant v'ariables describing the amount a:nd quality 
of information objectively available on the topic. 
This has never yet !;Ieen done with any precision. 
Neyertheless approaches have been made, though 
not neoessarily deliberately.- One of the most in
formative large-scale examples is provided 'by Cole-

man and his as.sociates, in' the study of regional 
differences in educational facilities (6). 

Other examples, on a much smaller scale, are 
provided by Sewell and Armer (34) on neighbor
hood contexts as possible influennes on college plans, 
and by Haller and Sewell (I8) on local area and 
sohool olass as possible influences on farm boys' 
occupational choices. To get a bit ahead of the data, 
large-scale general environments, such as regions of 
the nation, seem to have profound inftuenoes on 
everyone but small differential effects on particular 
individq.ais. Small-soale general environments, such 
as looal areas or neighborhoods, are not very in
fluential (18,34). 

EDUCATION AND THE GENERAL ENVIRONMENT-In
formation relevant to, success in school and in the 
work-a-day world is objectively available to the 
young person from a variety of sources. Television 
sets are in nine~tenth6 of the homes of the United 
States, excellent roads connect practically all parts 
of the country, and 80hools serve every hamlet. 
Communication outlets provide the possibility that 
all would have equal access tCl the information 
neoessary for everyone to have equal advantage. 
Nevertheless there are differences among seotors 
of the population. Sohools that are far from major 
population centers and schools in poorer economio 
areas sometimes lack 'the facilities and the teachers 
to motivate and teach the students well. Neverthe
less data from the Coleman report show that IPqst 
such -differences, except for the rural South, are no 
longer-very great (6, pp. 36--217). Also, areas iso
lated from the population centers may have some-, 
what, fewer occupational alt.ernativer avt~lable for 
the young person and his family: to choose among. In 
suoh fLfeas, the oonnections betw.een education and 
the occupational structure may not be so olear. This 
is doubtless partly beoause well-educated youth who 
are born and reared in the area, and are therefore 
'known well by local people, usually take jobs else
where (27, p. 116). They must even leave home in 
order to become educated and stay away in order to 
find a job that oan let them express their education. 
The outcome is that the general environment of such 
places_ is somewhat poorer in information which 
young people need in order to make satisfactory 
eduoational and occupational adjustments later on 
(15; 32; 35; 37). Almost everyone in the area'is 
influenced in this way-the child, his parents, his 
teaohers, his friends. 

But whether or not they Jille in population centers', 
the child, Ms family, and his friends belong ro a oerw 
tain raoial group snd socioeconomic stratum. With 
a long history of poor educational facilities and 
ill-prepared teachers; Negroes and members of some 
other minority groups such as Indians, Mexioans, 
and Puerto Ricans, tend on the average to be poorly 
educated. The same is true of those 'from thr; lower 
socioeoonomic strata. A person's interactions may 
be restrioted to others like thelljselves. Because of 
this, their goals and beliefs regarding education are 
usually much like others of their group; 
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We have dwelt upon the general environment at 
length for a reason. _Large-scale general environ
ments have important effects .on everyone within 
them because they Jimit or provide the information 
everyone has to share with everyone else. But they 
have little or no effect on variations among persons 
within such an environment. Factors in the effective 
environment do this. Moreover, despite much specu
lation about their effects, small-scale general en
vironments have little effect on the people within 
them. 

The effective environment 

By the "effective" environment we mean those 
parts of the person's social environments which vary 
substantially from individual to individual and 
which account for individual differences in be
havior. The elements of a person's effective en
vironment consist of the information presented to 
him and emphasized as important for him by other 
people whose judgment he respects. These people are 
prehaps more ,precisely called "significant others" 
(40), although some have referred to them as "ref
erence groups." The exact persons who perform this 
function vary to some degree from individual to 
individual and from one type of behavior to another. 
The evidence that parents, peers, and school per
sonnel frequently become significant others reg_ard
ing educational and occupational decision-making is 
available in brief summaries (S, pp.17-18; 38). The 
concept of significant others has not yet received 
the attention needed to make it most useful for 
research. Nevertheless, variables based upon it, 
especially the individual's conception of the expec
tations of significant others, are among those most 
highly and systematically related to educational 
and occupational choice behavior (8; 19). There 
are other important aspects of the effective environ
ment, too, such as the information a youth receives 
about himself from the grades his teachers give him, 
or the respect or disrespect accorded to him by 
others with whom he interacts. 

Stages in Educational Achievement 

The young person is constantly being evaluated 
by others. Students receive good marks if they do 
well in schcol according to the standard of the 
teachers and if they are conscious of being highly 
esteemed by others. Those who do poorly are pun
ished by low marks, and are in other ways con
stantly reminded of their poor work. They know 
that in the context of school behavior they are not 
esteemed by others. To the child in school, a large 
part of the day~to-day process of educational 
achievement consists of being rewarded or punished 
for conforming to or deviating from the expecta. 
tions ot teachers and others. 

The stages 

Ignoring for the moment the learning the student 
really receives, there are from this perspective two 
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main variables desaribing educational achievement: 
getting better or poorer marks and reenroiling or 
"dropping out." As used here, the last. variable also 
includes passing from oue grade to another a:g.d 
graduating, as well as school leaving at graduation 
time rather than in the middle- of a school year. In 
elementary school one oannot, in most States, leave 
school; attendance is compulsory. Students who get 
good marks are advanced. Sometimes those who do 
not are held back and become "over age in grade." 
In most States there is a special age or school year 
at which a youth can legally leave school. After that 
age students may leave at any time, and those who 
are not doing well frequently choose this course. 
Usually this occurs at the more "respectable" 
periods, the end of a school year or after a gradua
tion point. The recurrence of a series of points at 
which legal and "respeatable" school leaving may 
occur, forms the boundaries between what we are 
calling stages in the educational achievement proc
ess. These are continuing beyond the legal minimum 
requirement, (indexed by leaving or not leaving 
school in the early days of high school), continuing 
beyond high school (indexed by enrolling in a post
higb school program of education), completing a cer
tain number of years of college, graduating from 
college, and obtaining a higher degree in a univer
sity. (It should be recognized that these stages are 
somewhat arbitrary and should not be reified.) 
Marks are given at all levels and may, therefore, be 
used as indications of achievement during anyone 
stage. Reenrollment or termination at the end of a 
stage is cf course another way to measure educa
tional achievement, as is the number of years of 
education completed. . 

Emergence of -achievement variables 

The concept of stages implies that new variables 
come into e~istence at different points in the young 
person's progress. During the first years, the basic 
causal variables, other than the attitude of the 
teachers toward the student, are evidently intelli
gence (learned or nnlearned) and family socioeco
nomic status. Shortly afterward the cbild's concep
tion of himself as a learner-a self-conception, in 
turn, learned from others-begins to exert an influ~ 
ence on his per(ormance. Being over age in gta"t;le 
begins to exert a negative in:!l.uence on the child 
while he is still in grade school. Perhaps as early as 
the later elementary grades, parents may begin 
to formulate and communicate to the ohild their 
expectations regarding college, which in turn influ
ence the young person's college plana.' Levels of 
occupational aspiration are also developing at this 
time. This concept, which is explained later, refers 
to the level of the ocoupational prestige hierarchy 
toward which the young PllrBOn orienta himself. At' 
this point, college plans and levels of ocoupational 
aspiration are already correlated with grades in 
school (grade point average, or GPA), but they are 
probably dependent variables rather than independ
ent variables at this time. 

""1 

By the later years of high school, one's concep
tions of his ability to learn, his oollege plans, and 
his lev-els of occupational aspiration are all prob
ably functioning to some e~tent as independent vari
ables, influencing grades and dropout behavior (and, 
later, college' enrollment and years of college 
90mpleted). Parental encouragement to attend col
lege probably also begins to exert its influence at this 
time. . 

Level of occupational aspiration 

Most of the variables used here, such as college 
plans, are almost self-explanatory. This is not true 
of the concept "level of occupational aspiration." 
As we have noted, occupations are arranged in a 
hierarchy of prestige. 'Youngsters in school learn 
to conceive of a certain limited range of points along 
this hieratchy as appropriate to them. When this 
happens we say the person has' a level of occupa
tiJ:lUa~ aspiration. Knowledgeable students connect 
college plans and the occupational aspiration. There 
is reason to believe that level of occupational aspi~ 
ration is one of the more important variables 
influencing both level of educational aahlevement 

.and level of occupational achieyement (17, pp. 5-
16 and 20-40). For example, III one sample r= 
+.64 (17, p.llS). If a youth conceives of himself 
liB oriented toward occupations such as minister, 
doctor, lawyer, owner of a large business, etc., he is 
said to have relatively high levels of occupational 
aspiration. If he conceives of himself as oriented 
toward occupations of the level of eleotrician, owner 
of a small business, plumber, etc., he has aspirations 
in the lower middle range. If he conceives of himself 
as oriented toward jobs that do' not require any par
ticularly scarce skills, such 'as common laborer, as
sembly line_ worker, etc., he is said to have a 
relatively low level of occupational aspiration. The 
same is true of most of those who are "just going to 
get a job." They, too, have relatively low levels of 
occupational aspiration. A person's level of occupa
tional aspiration is largely independent of the par
tiaular job be is considering. That 'is, as time goes 
on many young people change the particular occu-· 
pation they are thfuking of entering. Yet most of 
these ohanges are from one occupationalohoice at a 
certain level in the prestige hierarchy to"another 
occupational choioe at about the same fevel. For 
example, a certain professor of history grew up in
tending to be a lawyer; he changed his specific occu
pation but the prestige level is about the same. Simi
larly, a certain boy who wanted to be a minister 
eventually became a chemist; the fields of his 
choices are quite different, but the prestige rank is 
similar. Still another wanted a job as a semiskilled 
worker in a factory but he now drives a delivery 
truak; ~gain the jobs are different but the prestige is 
similar. 

How does level of occupational aspiratio; vary 
with age, and when does it begin to influence educa~ 
tional plans? One research project looked into levels 

of occupational aspiratioll of urban children in the 
different grades, from the 5th to the 12th (30) .. It 
was found that 5th graders had already developed 
fairly consistent prestige levels of occupational 
aspiration. That is, on the average, all the children 
selected occupations that were fairly close together 
in prestige. A boy, for e1'ample, who was interested 
in a high prestige oocupation was also interested in 
other high prestige occupations, while a boy who 
was interested in a low prestige ocoupation was also 
interested in other occupations at roughly the same 
low level. Those in later grades are still more con
sistent. In fact, childrens' levels of occupational 
aspiration seem to become more and more consistent 
at least until they finish the 12th grade. At all grade 
levels, children whose measured intelligence, soaial 
class status, or school'marks were higher, were some
what more consistent in levels of occupational 
aspiration than were students whose measured intel
ligence, social class status, or school marks were 
lower. Also, ap!),rt from consistency, the average 
levels of' occupational aspiration of 5th and 6th 
graders was found to be higher than those of 8th 
through 10th grade students. There is a marked rise 
in levels of occupational aspiration among· 11th 
and 12th graders, probably because of tire loss of 
low-aspiring high school dropouts. 

Data on the Educational Achievement Process 

Some of the details of the educational achieve-
ment process will now be suggested. They are based 
011 scattered evidence from secondary sources as 
well as on a certain amount of relatively systematic 
correlational data. The evidence, though inoomplete, 
tends to be ,consistent and therefore suggests leads 
for research that needs to be conduated in order to 
determine more completely the exact nature of the 
educational IIchievement process as well as its con
tribution to the process of occupational achievement. 

SourcCI:I of data 

The correlational data, presented in table 1, are 
taken from a number of sources, some of which are 
unpublished. For a number of years a small group 
of researchers at the University of Wisconsin and 
Miohigan State -Ulliversity have been conducting 
projeots relating to a small number of comparable 
variables to the educational achievement variables 
relevant for various stages of the educational 
achievement process. These, plus closely related 
work of others, are presented. . 

Fink measured a series of variables on 355 eighth 
and ninth graders in Grand 'Rapids in 1960. Two 
years later, after the age -at which they could 
legally leave school, he traced them to determine 
which ones were still in school and which had 
dropped out (11). These data also provide informa
tion on grades during late elementary and E1arly 
junior high school. Haller and Mi!ler studied 432 
17-year-old boys in Lenawee County, Mich., in 
1957, obtaining data on grade point averages 
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(GPA) and other variables (17, pp.115-1l7). Sewell 
and his colleagues studied all 431 junior and senior 
boys in school in Jefferson County, Wis., in 1948, 
noting their OF A's among other things (33). These 
same youth were followed in 1955 and the number 
of years they completed in college was recorded. 
Nam and Cowhig present data on the college enroll
ment of. a nationwide sample of 1,170 youth who 
were high school graduates in 1960 (26). Diekema 
has analyzed OPA data on a sample of about 500 
Michigan State University freshmen who enrolled 
in 1960 and were followed up 2 years later (8). In 
1957, Little took' a random one-third sample of Wis
consin high school seniors (22). Followed by Sewell 
and his collaborators, these data provide the number 
of years of college completed by Wisconsin farm 
boys, and the highest level of education-college and 
noncollege--obtained by males 'and females (32-
35j 37). 

Analyl!is ()f the educational achievement process 

The interpretation now presented is based on the 
correlation coefficients in table. 1, together with 
other data. All data are interpreted in the' frame of 
reference already stated. Naturally, the value of 
each correlation coefficient is not exact; eaoh is an 
estimate of the qegree of relationship between a paii' 
. Of variables. 

During the first few years of school, a child goes 
to school because no one around him questions 
whether he should. His view of the world of work is 
certainly irrelevant.to his education.· He knows 
nothing of the connections between school and work. 
It is like our wearing clothes or apeaking English: 
we do it because everyone around us does so, and 
everyone expects us to do so, too~ When there is com
plete unquestioned consensus about going to school, 
the child simply' ·goes. 

When he begins school he has already completed 
the major part of his biggest learning task: he knows 
a language. To this point he has no conception of his 
learning ability j he just learns. But after he is in 
school .he will interact 'with teachers, parents, and 
other students in situations ·where the foous is de
libera.tely on learning .. He will be praised when 
teachers and others think he is learning, and he will 
be blamed when they think he is not. The teacher 
will respond more to some children than to others. 
If, over a period of time, a child tends to do the 
things that win the approval of the teacher, he will 
learn that the teacher thinks he is· a good student. 
If his grades and his conversation about school win' 
the approval of his parents and others, he will learn 
that they, too, think he is a- good student, Since he 
learns what he is from what others tell him about· 
himself,. in this case he will learn to think of him
self as a capable student. On' the other hand, if 
teachers, parents, and others .think of the child as 
a poor student, he will think the 'same'of himself. 
Note .that in·column A of the table there is a high 
correlation (+ .6fn of .grades with intelligence, 

However, although these two factors-doing well in 
school' and thinking o.ne 'is a good student-are 
closely related, they are not identical. It appears as 
if the child's performance can make him think of 
himself 'as a better student. In turn, as we shall see 
in the next paragraph, such a self-conception 'can 
evidently improve his learning. 

-Since both of these factors are important, it should 
be possible to change long-term educational per
formances by varying short-term performances and 
by varying self-conceptions of ability. Probably 
the beet way to do so would be to work through 
significant others. This has been tried and as far as 
can be determined, it has been successful. Brookover 
and 'his coworkers at Michigan State University 
designed an experiment to change the child's con
ception of himself. as a learner, thus expecting.to 
improve his performance in school. They used sev
eral experimental treatments, measuring both per
formance in school and self-concept as a learner 
before and after the treatments. Under one experi
mental treatment, the parents of children were 
brought together to learn 'how to take responsibility 
for their children's schoolwork. After a number of 
months the children's conceptions of their ability 
and their grades.in sohool had both increased sig
nificantly. No significant changes occurred in any 
other experimental' groups (4) . 

By the time toe child is in the eighth or ninth 
grlj.de, his conception of his ability is quite well 
established. Also," more or less in accord with hjs 
GPA, he has begun to formulate his levels of ocnu
pational aspiration (r = + .(9) and his college 
plana (r= +.(8). l{ia parents are .already begin
ning to have college expectations for him (r = 
+.23), and his family's socioeconomic status is 
exerting its influence (r = + .22), Finally, presag
ing what is to come later if he is over age in grade, 
his grades tend to be low (r= -.30). A circular 
reaction-poor performance, leading to conceiving 
of oneself as a p~1Or student, leading to pocr P!!r
formance--has been developed. But this is only part 
of the story. A whole series of group stereotypes and 
related self-conceptions have developed by then, 
and the child's' behavior is influenced accordingly . 
Because pupils who do pearly in schcol often are 
held back a year or so, people tep.d to respond to 
each student who is over age as if h.e were unintel~ 
ligent. Because, on the average;the Negro children 
or other minority group members do not do as well 
in school as do the whites, people tend tc treat each 
such child as if he were a poor student. As we have 
noted, when practically everyone treats a person as 
if he were stupid, he usually learns to think of :him
self a~ stupid. Factors such as these mount up. Chil
dren from minority groups or the lower strata often 
come to be over age in grade j and the influences of 
this factor then compound the influence of the 
others. 

At a certain time, often about age 16, the law 
in most place says that a student may quit school 
if he chooses. Continuation (the reverse of dropping 
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out) is perhaps the most immediate important effect 
of being over age in grade (r= -.35) and of low 
grades (r:o:;:-.30). And, of course, once the child 
has dropped out, it is almost impossible, practically 
speaking, to reenter. Dropping out of school is but 
slightly correlated with being from 8 lower socio
economic stratum (r= +.10), and with having 
parents who do not expect the child to go to college 
(r= +.20). So also is s'low level of occupational 
aspiration (r= +.20) and college plans (r= 
+.21), factors to which we shaH return later. 
And the same is true, to a slight degree, of being 
of the Negro race (11) (r= +.15; data not pre
sented in table 1). No one of these factors is itself 
very highly predictive of dropping out of !ldhool 
It is our interpretation that all of them function in 
one of these ways: (1) If a youth has a certain level 
on some of these variables, it is a source of embar
rassment for him, making him feel compelled to 
leave to avoid being ashamed. This is probably why 
race, lower class status, low grades, and especially 
being over age in grade are correlated with drop
ping out. (2) The other factors, low expectations of 
parent:.; or low levels of occupational aspiration, sig
nify that sohool tends to be meaningless to the 
youngsters who are not doing well and to their 
parents also. In short, some youngsters probably 
tend to believe they have litile to gain by staying 
in school, and that they have muoh to lose-namely 
self-respect and the esteem of others. 

As children grow older they usually begin to grasp, 
even if dimly, some of the connections between 
school and later life. Some see these connections 
earlier and more clearly than others. As a conse
quence, each tends to develop a level of occupational 
aspiration and a plan regarding college. If they 
learn well the connection between schooling and 
the world of work, then their educational behavior 
-their number of years in school and their grades
comes partially under the control of their level of 
occupational aspiration and their college plans, al
though other variablea continue to function. The 
influence of GPA and these two variables, it should 
be said, are probably still circular at this time. Note 
that among Michigan 17-year-olds (column C of 
the table), GPA was correlated +.50 and +.53 
with levels of occupational aspiration and college 
plans, respectively. Though lower

j 
the correlations 

of the same variables for the efferson County 
sample are also worthy of consideration (level of 
ocoupational" aspiration: + .27; and college plans: 
+.35). It is noteworthy th~t inteJligence is still of 
importance (r = + .49 and r = + .44 for the two 
samples), and that parental encouragement for 001-
lege is beginning to assume some relevance (r = 
+.28 and r= +.29). The correlation of socioeco
nomic status with OP A is also positive (r = + .22 
and r= +.11). 

The data (column D) appear to show that college 
plans assume, as we would expect, greater impor
tance in influencing college enrollment of high school 
g.raduates (r = + .57). Also correlated with col-
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lege enrollment are intelligence (r = + .40), high 
school grades (r = + .37), and family socioeco
nomic status (r= +,32). We interpret this to 
mean that in this stage, college plans have become 
a clear independent variable, and that the socioeco
nomic status may also .be more inflUential than 
before. Intelligence continues to play an important 
role. 

In the next stage, the early years of college 
(column G), inte1ligence and grades in high school 
are by far the mOst highly correlated with college 
grades. Evidently among these factors, academic 
ability is the only one inflUencing this particular 
educational achievement variable. Other variables 
such as college plans, level of occupational aspira
tion, and parental encouragement for college no 
longer distinguish sharply among students. They 
performed their function when they belped sepa
rate those who were and were not college bound. 

The data in columns F l , F 2, and G1 all coneern 
Wisconsin males who were first studied as high 
school juniors or seniors. (The sample in F2 is a 
subsample of Gd. They include not only those who 
started to college but also those who did not. On 
the whole, they shOW'a remarkably even pattern, 
in which four variables stand out as especially im
portant: intelligence, parental encouragement for 
college, college p~anB, and level of. occupational 
aspiration. Ordered by sample for a given variable, 
the respective correlation coefficients are: intelli
gence-r= +.31, +.44, +.49;. parental encour~ 
agement--r= +.40, +.48, +.48; college plans-
r.= +.40, +.43, +.69; and fevel of occupational 
aspiration-r= +.52, +.42, +.45. Socioeconomic 
status joins these variables in import;ance in sample 
G1 (r = + .44) l a sample in whicb college plans 
have an especially high correlation (r= +,69). 

Data for females (column Gz) are a littie differ
ent. College plans is the highest correlate (r = 
+.75). Pare.ntal encoUl"agement and socioeconomic 
status are also noteworthy (r= +.48 and +.50), 
and to a lesser extent, so are the ability variables, 
intelligence (r= +.38), and high school grades 
(r= +.33). Level of occupational aspiration is of 
still less importance to these girls (r = + .29). 

Levels of occupational aspiration, college plans, 
and parental encouragement are three variables 
which apparently tend to propel a youth into col
lege and to sustain him at least at a minimal level 
of satisfactory performance while there. Ability 
and socioeconomic status seem also to be of im
portance in influencing a youth to attend college 
and sustain him while there. But once in college, as 
far as sbeer quality of performance (grades) is con
cerned, the ability factors are of paramount im
portance (column E). 

Summary 

High ability and several otJier favorable factors 
yield good performance in the elementary years. 
If a youth becomes over age or is otherwise con
sistently and seriously embarrassed in school, he· 1 

will drop out as soon as he.;can. If he continues in 
high school his performance (grades) seems more to 
be a function of ability than any other fa.ctor 
studied bere. During the late elementary years and 
during hign school~ new independent variables are 
forming: the youth's college plans and levels of 
occupational a.~iration, and his parents' expecta. 
tions for him. These later factors largely determine 
whether be will enter college, although staying there 
depends not only on them but also on ",bility. Doing 
well in college, once there, depend!? largely upon 
academic ability. 

Improving Occupational and Educational 
Prospects for Rural People 

Education for Tomorrow's Occupational 
Structure . 

As we have seen here, educ.ational achievement 
appea.rs to be the main factor influencing occupa~ 
tional achievement. There is no 'reason to helieve 
that tbe trend toward upgrading the whole of the 
occupational structure is going to taper off. The beat 
gucss is that it will continue and that education will 
become even more important for oceupational 
achievement than it is today. Obviously, the sectors 
of the society that are receiving the WOlst educa. 
tion will have to.improve. On a gross basis.t. these are 
largely the people of the rural South and l:iouthwest 
-especially the Negroes, Indians, and Mexic8.Ils
as well as the Puerto Ricans, who are mostly in the 
metropolitan North. 

Variables for Introducing Change 

There can be no doubt but that .present programs 
to erase the obvious inequities-improving facilities 
such as libraries, making school attendance com
pulsory, upgrading teachers, providing trained coun
selors--should proceed more rapidly in the areas 
mentioned above, which are farthest behind. 

But the rate of ehange of the whole process can 
very likely be stepped up if we draw upon the major 
interpretations presented here. 

(1) We need to learn how to identify the persons 
who are now "significant others" in each individual's 
educational and oceupational decision-making. At 
the University of Wisconsin, research is now under
way to accomplish this objective. When this is 
done we can organize'ways of utilizing these people 
to improve the young person's performance in 
school and his self-conception as a learner, and to 
raise levels of occupational aspiration and college 
plans of those who can meet the intellectual 
requirements. 

(2) We need to find ways to reduce or eliminate 
the sense of shame that seems to come with being 
an over age student. Some older youngsters are not 
Very intelligent, but being over age is evidently 
influenced by a number of factors not directly con~ 

nected 'with ability. There is reason to believe 
minority group members, whose performance is 
quite low, frequently leave because they are over 
age, Reducing this factor might therefore go a long 
way toward equalizing the educational and subse~ 
quent occupational achievement of these people. 

(3) Although the correlation between apparent 
ability ana educational achievement is high Idong 
the whole course of th~ achievement process, it is 
not nearly as high aa it might be. In all probability 
there are, at all stages, quite a lew students of high 
potentjaJ who'se achievement levels could be raised. 
It might be possible. to work out techniques for 
identifying· the more promlsing of these and to help 
them improve their performance. 

Organi:d.ng to Control Strategic Variables 

(1) Assuming we oan learn to identify "signifi
cant others," we will need to learn how to utjJize 
them tQ inl!.uence the individual; If they can be pro. 
vided with relevant information and can be en
coure-ged to try to exert their inl!.uence on the youth, 
it might well be POBsible to raise the performance 
levels of many more people than we oan by depend. 
ing entirely on the traditional direct contact of 
teacher with· student. One possibility wo.uld be. for 
cooperation among the school personnel who know 
what needs to be imparted to the student, and the 
State extension personnel who are experts in mobi~ 
lizing local groups ·to solve problems. This would 
be especially useful in rural areas. 

(2) Conquering the shame of being over age in 
grade appears to be more difficult. Perhaps special 
classcs geared to reasonably bright people who have 
fallen behind-rather than being geared to dullards 
-might be organized in areas with high dropout 
rates. Separation of these people from others might 
reduce the 'shame one feels within the school situa
tion. Providing them with intrinsically interesting 
but difficult material might simultaneously increase 
the desire to attend school. It might also decrease 
the shame one feels about his special sohool stetus 
when he is outside of school. 

(3) Improving the educational, and hence occu
pational, achievement of bright students whose 
performance is poor requires, first, that the teachers 
know which students these are. Probably the best 
way to do this would be to develop an ability
performance discrepJl.ncy score system for standard 
teats of ability and acbievement. Appropriate agen
cies might then identify the "significant others" of 
these students, aa in (1) above, and work through 
them to modify educational behavior. 

Needed Research 

The heart of this paper is the section on the edu
cational achievement process, -Unfortunately, the 
research we have as a basis is less than ideaL The 
work already done can be improved hy using multi_ 
variate analysis techniques with data already avail
able. It is hoped that this can be done soon. 
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" Although the data presented in table 1 were taken 
, from reasonably well-conducted projects, we shall 

have to raise our research sights considerably in 
order to obtain the most useful data. Consider these 
fads. With one exception each of these studies takes 
a sample. from but one area rather than from the 
country as a whole. Also in every csse, the part of 
the life span oovered i,s shorti the longest is 7 years. 
By now most of the variables used can be Validly 
and reliably mewmred, but there arc great varia
tions in the validity and reliability of the ones 
presented. Next there must be other important inde
pendent variables, some of which may develop dur
ing the course of the student's time in school, which 
shOUld be measured. Finally, while the develop
mental scheme here presented is probably useful, it 
is not perfect. What is needed is a more systematic 
specification of the educational achievement vari~ 
abIes operating at anyone stage-perhaps even 
breaking down to year-to~year intervals rather 
than, or in addition to, gross stages. At least three 
educational achievement variables should be meas~ 
ured at all levels : grades, standardized achievement 
test scores; and sahool continuation. Ideally, aU 
these fMeta should be built into at least one nation
wide longitudinal researuh project beginniug with 
the preschool child and ending with the adult. 

Even better would be a series of such projects, 
each a few years apart. The aim of these would be 
to provide a constant flow of dependable infol1Da~ 
tiori about the changing nature of 'the educational 
and occupational achievement process. In ei;fect, this 
work would help guide investment decisions ,regard
ing the educational process and the fl.ow of qualified 
manpower into the various levels of the occupational 
structure. 

Summary 

Occupational achievement is the process by which 
persons are selected into various levels of the ocau-.. 
pational prestige hierarchy. The main mechanisms 
providing the seleation are to be found in educa
tional achievement. There are large differences 
among raCial, regional, and residential categories 
:in educ.ational achievement. To some extent these 
are due to differences in the quality of eduaational 
facilities and personnel. Especially in£l.uential are 
the gaps between the rural South and Southwest and 
racial minority groups on the one hand, and all the 
rest of the population on the other hand. But it is 
clear that most of the variability among persons is 
not accounted for by these factors. A set of social 
PSYchological concepts was specified and was 
brought into a relation with one another in a hypo~ 
thetical schema of stages of the educational achleve~ 
ment process. The data, presented were reasonably 
consistent with the schema. The key independent 
variables are ability, socioeconomic status, and the 
influence of others, especially' certain "significant 
others." Certain variables develop¢d in the earlier 
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proceS!! are thought to become independent variables 
later. One of the most important 'is one's conception 
o(his ability to learn. Unfortunately, this variable 
was identified after all the research_presented here 
was underway. Others are level of occup.ational aspi
ration, parentil.l encouragement for college, and 
coltage plans. The aoncepta, the sahema of stages, 
and the data lend themselves quite readily to infer~ 
ances regarding ways of'modifying individual pat
terns of edllcational achievement, and a few sueh 
suggestions were made. It is to be emphasized that 
definitive research on the educational achievement 
proceS:3 must be conceived and executed on a much 
broader, deeper, and longer scale than has ever been 
done to date. When progress has been made on this 
problem these educational data might be .Jinked, 
through measurements on particular persons, to 
oacupational Mhievement data. An appropriate 
general conceptual scheme, perhaps expanding on 
the one presented herein, might provide a more com
prehensive, yet detailed, view of the whole ocCUpa
tional achievement process than has yet been 

·possible. 
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